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Short Description

A newcomer of the Thermaltake Chaser series of hardcore gaming chassis, the Chaser A41 offers a great
choice for system builders and DIY enthusiasts with an exceptional combination of performance, cooling and
expandability to gear with the latest gaming components. User-friendly tool-less 5.25� & 3.5� bays, cable
management and CPU cooler cutout reduce clutter and enhance operation efficiency. The features
demanded on high performing chassis are all in, such as liquid cooling support, bottom-placed PSU and USB
3.0 connectivity. Complete with E-Sport design that presents style and superior aesthetics quality, this chassis
ensures true enjoyment while in and out of the game.
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Description

A newcomer of the Thermaltake Chaser series of hardcore gaming chassis, the Chaser A41 offers a great choice for system
builders and DIY enthusiasts with an exceptional combination of performance, cooling and expandability to gear with the latest
gaming components. User-friendly tool-less 5.25� & 3.5� bays, cable management and CPU cooler cutout reduce clutter and
enhance operation efficiency. The features demanded on high performing chassis are all in, such as liquid cooling support,
bottom-placed PSU and USB 3.0 connectivity. Complete with E-Sport design that presents style and superior aesthetics quality,
this chassis ensures true enjoyment while in and out of the game.

Thermaltake Chaser A41 mid-tower chassis
The new member of Chaser hardcore gaming series, designed
for gamers to gear with the latest gaming component, offering
not only style and personality but an exceptional combination
of cooling, performance and expandability for gaming purists
to ensure true enjoyment while in or out of the game.

 

E-Sport Design
The black metal meshed and glossy detailed front panel
combined with a large transparent side window panel, it hard
not to leave your eye off it.
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Innovative tool-less design
Innovative 5.25� & 3.5� tool-free drive bay design
minumized the hassels of installing ODD, HDD and SSD
devices.

 

Smart 3 + 1
Preinstalled two of 120mm fans and a top-mounted 200mm fan
including a back blue LED fan to optimize system ventilation. In
order to keep the interior dust free, all intake ventilation holes
come with dust protection including a removable dust filter at
the bottom of the chassis.

Front Intake 120mm black
frame fan

Rear Exhaust 120 mm
black fan with Blue LED

 

Top exhausted 200mm fan
with Blue LED  
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Convenient Support
Three retained holes with rubber grommet to support LCS,
four retained holes for advanced cable management ,one
large CPU cut-out to ease on CPU cooler installation

 

Superior Cable Management
30mm wide cable routing gap for easy cable management and
hiding cables behind motherboard tray, to ensure smoothness
for build and tinker (upgrade), reduce wiring tangled, as well
as better airflow and dust management.

 

High-end Complete System on the go
Enables user to build up a complete high-end solution with
ease with 240mm radiator liquid cooling system and extra
long graphic card supported to protect user�s hardware and
increase CPU�s overclocking potential, mostly importantly
delivers outstanding cooling efficiency in the entire case.
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Specifications

Case Type Mid Tower

Dimension (H x W x D) 495 x 252 x 511 mm (19.5 x 9.9 x 20.1 inch)

Net Weight 8.0 kg/17.6 lb

Side Panel Transparent Window

Color Exterior & Interior: Black

Material SECC

Cooling System

Front (intake) :
120 x 120 x 25 mm Blue LED fan x 1 (1000rpm, 16dBA)
Rear (exhaust) :
120 x 120 x 25 mm Turbo fan (1000rpm,16dBA)
Top (exhaust) :
200 x 200 x 20 mm Blue LED fan x 1 (600rpm, 13dBA)
Bottom (Intake) : (optional)
120 x 120 x 25 mm

Drive Bays - Accessible : 4 x 5.25��, 1 x 3.5��
- Hidden : 5 x 3.5�� or 2.5��

Expansion Slots 7

Motherboards 9.6� x 9.6� (Micro ATX), 12� x 9.6� (ATX)

I/O Ports USB 3.0 x 2, HD Audio x 1

PSU Standard PS2 PSU (optional)

LCS Upgradable Supports 1/2�、3/8�、1/4� water tube

Other CPU cooler height limitation: 175mm
VGA length limitation: 315mm

* Specifications are subject to change without notice.
* The product picture(s) is only for your reference, it may differ from the actual product.
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Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU VP200A1W2N-D

Weight 17.5000

Color Black

Chassis Form Factor Mid-Tower

Side Panel Window

Material Steel

PSU Wattage 350W


